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Abstract
A short paper should have up to 2,500 words (excluding references). You should
use this submission template to format your short paper. You are of free to
develop an individual structure for your short paper.
A short paper must include a short abstract of about 50 words. In addition, a
250-word summary must be entered in the “Abstract” field of the registration
and submission system (ConfTool) upon submission.
We recommend considering the short paper requirements of the Journal of
Business Models: http://journalofbusinessmodels.com/short-papers-repository/
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Main text
The text must clearly describe the problem that is addressed, the methods that
are applied, the results that have been obtained (or that are to be expected), and
(preliminary) conclusions.
It is important to be clear about the contribution to the session to which the
short paper is submitted and to the overall conference theme.
IMPORTANT: You also have to submit an additional 250-word summary
accompanying this short paper. The additional 250-word summary will be used
for the printed conference proceedings. It must be copied to the abstract field in
ConfTool upon submission of your short paper.
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